
The Unique Duo Curve

Thank you for your purchase of this unique nail cutting product.

When purchased, please take time to understand the operation of this device, it possesses 

many new and unique advantages over any other nail cutters on the market, and so is a new 

way to cut your nails.

Some noted advantages are:-

 Duo curved system for greater comfort

 Double curved razor sharp blade

 Blade made of hardened steel (The only nail cutter you will ever need).

 Double curved cutting platform to fit the curved cutting blade and finger nail.

 Safe control of the cutting depth so no over cutting of nail.

 Cuttings control, no ping.

 Excellent finger holds for easy control and use.

Notes on use.

When cutting a nail do keep in mind that your nail

should always be in line with the device.  The blade

is very sharp and correct use is always needed.

Use the device to hook your finger for better

control.



Do feel your way along. This device has a cutting plate that will hook under your nail and 

stop any over cut of the nail. So put your nail on the cutting plate and feel your way to the 

cut.

Find a flat surface to cut your nails over. The cuttings will drop out and or you can tap them 

out as you cut each nail. You are in control of the cuttings and they will not ping away.

Note: When cutting a nail you will get used to the feel of the cut as you go, so never over 

strain the device during the cut or when the device has finished the cut. Note: Sometimes you

may think you are about to cut a nail but in fact you are not on the nail. you should get use to 

the sound of a click for any general cut of a nail.  Remember this is a totally new way to cut 

your nails so take your time to gently learn how to cut your nails, with comfort.

Note: - One way you can have trouble is when not releasing the cutting lever. Sometimes you 

may be pressing the cutting lever down without realising you are pressing it down. This 

closes the blade and the cutting plate, making you unable to place the nail into its position.

When cutting your toe nails then you must remember that your toe nails get a great deal of 

crushing in everyday life walking in shoes. So, you will need to be very pro active pushing 

the cutting plate under the nail so as to hook the nail onto the cutting plate. But do not worry,

as with your finger nails you cannot over cut, so you do not need to observe where the blade 

is. Just push the nail onto the cutting plate and cut. Take time and you will quickly learn this 

new process.

Should you be in any doubt please ask us at:     www.myuniquecurve.com/contact


